Lee Avera
Just before awakening 7:15 a.m. May 12, 1987
Suddenly I was in a large room, aware that my consciousness
was in one of my subtle bodies, without any physical sensation
beyond complete tranquillity. I could see but it was by some
analogue of eyeball vision. I could hear no sound of anykind, but
was aware of receiving and being able to transmit mentally.
Around me was a large auditorium sort of reception area or room.
Before and around me were sort of resting benches of some kind,
sort of like one finds in bus depots.
I became aware that the persona I knew to be a Ray
had
joined me in that place. Ray, a very good
friend of many
years had translated from his physical body last October.
I did some indescribable something similar to grabbing both his
shoulders with my hands and communicated "My god how you've been
missed, RayV'(Although Ray had no shoulders and I had no hands.)
He communicated to me the fact that he was badly frightened by the
fact he had discovered that he was missing in his awareness all the
memories and experiences which he felt made him to be a person
named Ray
I calmed him down, assuring him that all of his memories and
experiences were being kept for him and woi.ld be returned and for him
to let go and relax that all was okay. It's the law, I told him,
come I'll show you. I led him over to a sort of transluscent large
container and it could be observed that within the chamber were
swirling lights and dim shapes. I explained to Ray that it was the
law that when an entity was ready ALL his memories and experiences
are made available to him at his own choosing.
I then broad.pàst a communication to someone or somewhere that I
knew was already in contact with me, asking what do you do about
all those who come here wanting to be with a certain family group?
What came back to me was something like a chuckle and the answer
said "All of you people on this earth are part of the same family
if you care to dig deeply enough into your past memories and past
experiences! Each one coming here -are part of at least six immediate
families - we try to place them where we think they would want to
be. Anyway as soon as their memories and experiences are made all
available to them they can be in any family grouping they want to be
My friend Ray asked me, "Where am I and where will I be when I
find my memories and experiences?"
I answered him, "where ever what you consider to be most of what
youfeeL'.comprises yourself, wants to be!"
After communicating that oddly phrased answer I found myself again
in my physical body and with the personal consciousness I am most
recently familiar with!
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